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This study explores two evolutionary principles related to Jan Swafford's string 

orchestra work From the Shadow of the Mountain: the musical evolution of the 

composition, including its use of octatonic pitch collections and the quotation and 

transformation of two hymn tunes, and the performance-related evolution of the work 

from its original version to its final version. The study documents changes made to the 

score in the course of rehearsals for performances of the second version along with 

suggestions from composer and conductor in creating the third version of the score. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Merriam-Webster defines evolution as "1) a process of change in a certain 

direction; and 2) a process of continuous change from a lower, simpler or worse to a 

higher, more complex or better state."' In the context of preparing a series of 

performances of Jan Swafford's From the Shadow of the Mountain, I explored and 

documented two different evolutionary processes that were taking place, both of which 

are of vital importance to the work of a conductor: the compositional development within 

the work involving the various pitch collections and the quotation of hymn tunes, and the 

evolution of the composer's ideas and expression as a result of hearing his work in 

rehearsal and in live performance. This latter process was also influenced by my own role 

in the rehearsal and performance process and by my background as a conductor and 

string player. 

Jan Swafford is a prolific composer of works in many musical genres, from 

orchestral and chamber music to music for film and theater. Dr. Swafford holds degrees 

in music from Harvard and Yale; his teachers have included Jacob Druckman, Earl Kim, 

and Betsy Jolas. From 1988 to 1989 he was a Mellon Faculty Fellow at Harvard, and 

since then has taught writing at Tufts University. From 2001 to 2003 he was a visiting 

professor at the University of Arizona School of Music and Dance. 

Swafford's music has been played ciround the country and around the world by 

numerous ensembles including Boston's Musica Viva, the Pro Arte Chamber Orchestra, 

New York's American Composers Orchestra and the symphony orchestras of 

' Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition (Springfield: Merriam-Webster Incorporated, 
1993)402. 
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Indianapolis, St. Louis, Harrisburg, Springfield, Jacksonville, Chattanooga, and the Dutch 

Radio. The orchestral work After Spring Rain won the Indiana State University 

Composition Contest in 1983, and the following year his string duo Labyrinths won the 

New England Composers Competition. His piano fantasy Music Like Steel and Like Fire 

was a Grand Prize co-winner in the Delius Composition Contest. His work appears on a 

CRI disc and is published by Peer-Southern. 

An active journalist and writer. Dr. Swafford's work has appeared in many 

prominent musical publications and he has written program notes for the Boston, 

Chicago, and San Francisco Symphonies and for Sony Classical Recordings. He has been 

a featured commentator on NPR's Performance Today. His writings on music include The 

Vintage Guide to Classical Music and the biographies Charles Ives: A Life with Music 

published by Norton, and Johannes Brahms: A Biography published by Knopf. 

From the Shadow of the Mountain was written for the first performance of the 

Chamber Orchestra of Tennessee, conducted by Robert Cormier in 2001. In writing From 

the Shadow of the Mountain Swafford recalled that he was not asked to create a work that 

was explicitly Southern. He found the seed of the work in a small piano piece he had 

written for a friend's birthday celebration several years before, and he considered the 

ending of this work too good to be used solely for an occasional keyboard piece. As he 

contemplated the musical idea he had created, he noticed that his melodic line (E-E-D-D-

C-C-A-A) included the same notes as the hymn "Nearer, My God, To Thee", a hymn 

from the American Protestant tradition which Swafford knew from his Southern Baptist 

upbringing and from Charles Ives' use of it in the Fourth Symphony (1901-1913). With 
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this connection, Swafford began to make other musical associations with his childhood in 

Chattanooga: hymns, mountains, fiddle tunes, the blues and other kinds of vernacular 

music, and, in his words, he "was off and running."^ 

^ Jan Swafford, electronic letter to author, "Re: a few questions..." 7 December 2002 
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11. FIRST EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS: COMPOSITIONAL EVOLUTION 

Part 1: Pitch collections 

The first evolutionary process is the musical unfolding of the composition itself, 

which takes place on several levels. Through each section of the piece different scales or 

pitch collections are employed, finally reaching a resting point in C major. The composer 

describes From the Shadow of the Mountain as moving from the darker textures of the 

opening of the piece through a number of brighter scales and modes to the final key of C 

major. 

The dark opening employs two of the three possible octatonic pitch collections as 

its musical material, and the first forty-two bars of the piece are a study in the exploration 

and interaction of these two collections. An octatonic scale or pitch collection is a scale 

of eight notes with an interval arrangement of alternating whole and half steps. First 

found as a bass line in Liszt's symphonic poem Ce qu'on entend sur la montagne (1849) 

and later identified in Rimsky-Korsakov's symphonic poem Sadko, Op. 5 (1867), 

octatonic collections feature prominently in the music of Scriabin, Debussy, Stravinsky, 

Kodaly, Bartok and other composers. Messiaen describes them as 'modes of limited 

transposition" in his Techniques of my Musical Language. 

Within the context of the twelve chromatic tones, there are only three possible 

octatonic collections. The tonal associations of octatonic collections are often ambiguous, 

with no particular half-step interval serving as a leading tone to a definite tonic. Each 

octatonic collection contains numerous tonal implications, containing as it does four 

different minor triads, four major triads, four dominant seventh sonorities and four 



diminished seventh sonorities. In conversation with the composer, Swafford remarked 

that the tonal implications of the octatonic collections within the first forty-two bars were 

less important to him than the sound colors of each scale.^ He also indicated that he 

employs these chords in a tonal or partially-tonal context."^ 

The first forty-two bars of the piece are structured as an exploration and 

interaction of these two octatonic pitch collections. The first collection consists of the 

pitches C - D - E-flat - F - F-sharp - G-sharp - A - B (and their enharmonic 

equivalents), which I will designate as OPC (to signify Octatonic Pitch Collection) I, 

introduced in the opening eight bars of the piece (Appendix D, Figure 1). 

OPC II, consisting of the pitches C - D-flat - E-flat - E - F-sharp - G - A - B-

flat, is prefigured in measure 7 (the G and B-flat harmonics in the first divisi part in 

Violin I) and then introduced fully in measure 9 in the violas, in parallel motion with 

OPC I in the second violins (Appendix D, Figure 2). 

Swafford employs these two octatonic pitch collections (OPC I and II) in a variety 

of ways. Various sections of these first forty-two bars explore the possibilities of one 

collection alone, such as his use of OPC I at the opening of the work and later on at 

measures 34 to 41 (Appendix D, Figure 3). OPC 11 is also explored on its own, notably at 

measures 26 to 33 (Appendix D, Figure 4). These two octatonic pitch collections coexist 

and interact within the same texture. We can see the layering of these two pitch 

collections in measures 11 and 12, where the cellos play OPC I, the tutti first violins and 

the second violins sound pitches from OPC II, and the last stand of first violins and the 

^ Jan Swafford, Interview with author, 12 October 2002, Tucson, Arizona. 
Ibid. 



basses perform the four notes in common between the two pitch collections (Appendix D, 

Figure 5), which will be seen as another important element within these first forty-two 

measures. 

In one particular section, Swafford explores the harmonic possibilities inherent in 

each of the two collections. At measure 14 (Appendix D, Figure 6), violas and cellos are 

harmonized in parallel first inversion major sonorities for the first seven notes of the bar; 

with the last eighth note of measure 14 and for the first six notes of measure 15 (and now 

including the solo violin 1), the seven sonorities are minor. 

In addition to the examples of the use of each of these octatonic pitch collections 

both singularly and together cited above, the first forty-two measures of the work display 

notable examples of the four pitches common to both collections: C, E-flat, F-sharp and 

A (Appendix D, Figure 7). Throughout the work, these pitches appear prominently in a 

variety of guises, including chord roots, unisons and octaves, and prominent single notes 

within the texture. These four notes serve as one more structural element within the first 

forty-two bars. The opening eight bars of the work (Appendix D, Figure 8) display 

numerous examples of the importance of these four pitches. In measure 4 with the first 

entrance in the double basses, C is the lowest pitch of the texture. At the end of the same 

measure, E-flat emerges in Violin 1 as the highest pitch in the texture (also important for 

its agogic emphasis). This melodic motive (derived from "Nearer, My God, To Thee" as 

will be demonstrated later) is imitated in measure 5 in Violin 2 on G-flat, yet another of 

the four common pitches. Measure 6 features a further imitative entrance, this time 

beginning on A in Violin 1, completing a compact emphasis of these four common 



pitches in the initial moments of the work. Another intriguing example of the prominence 

of the four common pitches between OPC I and II is contained within the first ten 

measures of the bass part. Beginning with the solo bass in measure 4 and continuing 

through measure 13, the only pitches in the double bass part are the four pitches common 

to both octatonic collections: C, E-flat, F-sharp, and A. 

As the piece continues, the four common pitches appear prominently in other 

parts of other textures, highlighting the intersection of the two octatonic collections. At 

measure 13, the E in violins and violas is the only pitch in the texture that is not one of 

the four shared pitches (Appendix D, Figure 9). In measure 14 the highest and lowest 

pitches in the texture (viola solo and lower cello) are composed entirely of the four 

shared pitches. 

One of the most prominent functional uses of the four shared pitches appears in 

measure 33 (Appendix D, Figure 10). The section of this piece preceding this measure 

consists of pitches entirely from OPC II. At measure 33, the two final eighth notes in all 

parts are drawn from the four common pitches, and the following bar begins a new 

section of the piece with pitches from OPC I. These four pitches serve as a link from the 

pure exposition of one pitch collection to the pure exposition of the other, almost in the 

manner of a common-chord modulation. 

As the dirge-like section at measure 34 commences (Appendix D, Figure 11), we 

see a similar prominence of the four common pitches as was displayed at the opening of 

the work: in measure 34, pizzicato double basses begin with F-sharp (the lowest note in 

the texture), first violins enter on a high A in measure 35 as the highest note of the 
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texture, and second violins and violas begin an important melodic line at the end of 

measure 35 on the notes C and E-flat respectively. 

In addition to these functional appearances of the four common pitches as 

prominent parts of the texture Swafford occasionally treats these pitches as chord roots. 

In measure 26 (Appendix D, Figure 12), this new section begins with a first inversion C 

major sonority, and is succeeded in measure 27 by four prominent chords in the cellos 

and basses consisting of root position major triads, with consecutive sonorities of E-flat 

major, G-flat major, A major and C major. At the conclusion of the opening section, the 

orchestra reaches a moment of repose on octave F-sharps in measure 42 (Appendix D, 

Figure 13), rounding off the section with a prominent emphasis on one of the four shared 

pitches. It is interesting to note that this point of repose on F-sharp is at the furthest 

possible harmonic distance from the final harmonic goal of C major 

For the remainder of the work, different pitch collections are introduced, at a 

more rapid pace and in a less exploratory fashion than in the first forty-two bars, giving 

the piece a sense of greater harmonic motion as it evolves towards the final harmonic 

goal of C major. A few examples will illustrate the different treatment of these 

subsequent pitch collections. The misterioso section commencing at m. 43 (Appendix D, 

Figure 14) begins with only five pitches, and eventually expands to seven (C -D -E-flat -

F -sharp - G - A-flat -B) in measure 44, but not in the regular patterning of the octatonic 

collections. With this section, the texture of the piece begins to expand; especially 

notable is the four-octave separation of the high first violins from the basses at m. 46. 
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Letter G (m. 53) (Appendix D, Figure 15) begins a section emphasizing the whole 

step from D to E; the pitch collection here is C-sharp - D - E - F - G-sharp - B-flat. This 

whole step prominence continues at m. 57, (Appendix D, Figure 16) where the pitch 

collection changes to C - D-flat - E-flat - F - G-flat - A - B-flat, accompanied by 

changes of tempo, character and texture. 

From m. 81, (Appendix D, Figure 17) at the beginning of the fiddle tune, another 

new pitch collection is introduced gradually: E-flat, B-flat, C, A, G-flat, A-flat, F, and 

finally D-flat in m. 90. While centered around E-flat (and later D), the pitch collection 

used here tinges the tune with a slightly different ethnicity - colleagues of the composer 

have described it as "A good old-fashioned southern Appalachian Klezmer fiddle tune" 

and "a hora hoedown."^ 

The section of the work from the end of the fiddle tune at letter R is a fascinating 

transformation into the final hymn in C major. While this section beginning at measure 

135 (Appendix D, Figure 18) contains all the notes of C major, the key is still somewhat 

hazy, both because of the quintal sonorities in the cellos and basses and the harmonics (a 

very Ivesian touch) that both recall the beginning and serve as an intrusion into the 

prevailing texture - a final challenge to the serenity of the harmonic goal. By measure 

143 (Appendix D, Figure 19), these disruptions have disappeared, and the music hovers 

between F major and C major (m. 146) but C major asserts itself at m. 151 (Appendix D, 

Figure 20), and the compositional goal is achieved. From the complexity of the opening 

octatonic collections, an evolution to a final harmonic simplicity has been achieved, but. 

^ Jan Swafford, interview by author, 10 January 2003, Tucson Arizona 
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as shown in the following section of this study, there are other musical evolutionary 

processes taking place in From the Shadow of the Mountain. 

Part 2: Hymn tunes and the Sacred Harp influence: "Rock of Ages" and "Nearer, My 

God, To Thee" 

Through the course of the work, part of the American style of its texture is 

achieved by references to different elements of American musical vernacular, such as the 

fiddle tune cited previously. Dr. Swafford has described From the Shadow of the 

Mountain as his most Ivesian work, and the use of hymns and other American elements is 

the most obvious example of the influence of Ives' music on the composition. 

Another important stylistic influence upon From the Shadow of the Mountain is 

the musical style and performance traditions of Sacred Harp singing. The style of music 

eventually known as Sacred Harp can be traced to the publication of The Easy Instructor, 

a collection of sacred and patriotic music compiled by William Little and William Smith 

and published in 1802. The book introduced a pedagogical system of notation called the 

"shape-note" method, where each pitch was assigned a different shape (diamond, square, 

rectangle, etc.) to develop the singer's aural memory. The term "Sacred Harp" was 

applied to this style after 1844 following the publication of an influential collection titled 

The Sacred Harp. 

After the first rehearsal of From the Shadow of the Mountain, the conductor of the 

first performance commented to the composer about the sounds of the Sacred Harp style 

that he heard in the work. Swafford explicitly marks one section of the work "quasi 

Sacred Harp" and other stylistic features of the Sacred Harp tradition are found 
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throughout the score. One of the prominent features of this style is the "open" harmony 

(octaves and perfect fourths and fifths) at cadential points in the original hymns. The 

Sacred Harp melody "Windham" with words by Isaac Watts and a tune by Daniel Read 

(Appendix D, Figure 21) displays these characteristics. The open harmonies (root-

position dyads) are apparent both at the first measure and the final chord as well as in 

measures 4, 8 and 12. 

Originally shape-note singing was part of the New England tradition of singing 

schools, formal classes with instruction in reading notation as well as vocal production. 

As the singing school tradition moved into more rural areas, especially in the 

Southeastern United States, the pedagogical aspects of shape-note singing declined or 

disappeared, and a performance practice emerged based instead on oral tradition. Folk 

melodies were substituted for written hymns, and written melodies were subjected to the 

metamorphosis of oral tradition. Throughout the nineteenth century, large singing 

festivals were held throughout the Appalachian region with hundreds of people 

participating, beginning a tradition which continues to this day. The musical emphasis of 

these "sings" is now centered more on the fervor of participation rather than the 

refinements of vocal performance. Swafford incorporates the unvarnished vigor of this 

performance tradition into the texture of From the Shadow of the Mountain as well as the 

musical features of open harmonies characteristic of both the notated and oral traditions 

of the style. This trait can be seen in the Swafford work at the section marked "quasi 

sacred harp" at Measures 94-100 (Appendix D, Figure 22). 
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In tracing the work's musical evolution, the other important musical materials in 

this process are the two Protestant hymns that Swafford quotes. The evolution of these 

two hymns is always in the context of the prevailing pitch collection; in other words, 

when we hear these tunes or their fragments, the melodic lines of the original hymns are 

reshaped by these pitch collections. One hymn, "Rock of Ages" is treated largely as a 

compositional whole, appearing largely in more easily recognizable contexts. The other 

hymn, "Nearer, My God, To Thee" is treated as a source of much of the work's musical 

material, beginning with its most characteristic intervals. Throughout the piece, this latter 

hymn becomes more and more recognizable, and appears at the end of the work in C 

major as the final compositional goal of the piece. 

"Rock of Ages" (Appendix D, Figure 23) is treated within the context of the 

various pitch collections, but it is never presented in the same kind of completely tonal 

context that is given to "Nearer, My God, To Thee." Unlike the seeding and 

fragmentation treatment given to "Nearer, My God, To Thee," this hymn appears in 

recognizable full phrases, albeit varied by the context of the prevailing pitch collection at 

each appearance. 

"Rock of Ages" is introduced into the texture at measure 17 in the solo cello 

(Appendix D, Figure 24); significantly, this section is the first time that one instrumental 

part includes pitches from both OPC I and OPC II. Once again, while the hymn is still 

recognizable, it is heard within the context of the two octatonic pitch classes. The hymn 

is presented again at measure 26, harmonized in three parts in the violas (Appendix D, 

Figure 25). 
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"Rock of Ages" appears in three other contexts. It is introduced as a dirge-Hke 

lament in second violins and violas at measure 35 (Appendix D, Figure 26), preceding 

one of the canonic treatments of "Nearer, My God, To Thee." In this instance, the 

coloration of OPC II creates a very blues-tinged context for the hymn. It also occurs 

within the fiddle-tune that precedes the coda of the work (Appendix D, Figure 27). 

Harmonized within the pitch collection of the fiddle tune, the passage is marked "quasi 

sacred harp," a reference to one of the other pervading structural elements of the work 

(discussed above). Finally, the violas have a brief variant of the tune at measure 122 with 

the fiddle tune accompaniment underneath it (Appendix D, Figure 28). 

"Nearer, My God, To Thee" (Appendix D, Figure 29) is also given in fragmentary 

form throughout the piece, but evolves in a different and more complete fashion than 

"Rock of Ages." The fullest and most recognizable version of "Nearer, My God, To 

Thee" is heard only at the end of the work, beginning at measure 151 (Appendix D, 

Figure 30). Yet this is not merely a random slice of Americana thrown in to round off the 

work in a tonal fashion: the melodic contour of the hymn provides a substantial amount 

of melodic material for the composition, refracted through the prism of different pitch 

collections throughout the work. In treating this hymn in this manner, Swafford gives the 

piece a further unifying element and an ultimate melodic as well as harmonic goal. 

As early as measure 4 (Appendix D, Figure 31), Swafford introduces melodic 

motives that derive from "Nearer, My God, To Thee." The idea that begins in the first 

violins in measure 4 and is imitated in the second violins in measure 5 and again in the 

first violins at measure 6 consists of a descending minor second and a descending minor 



third. The composer has indicated this is a melodic derivation of part of the hymn; the 

descending major second of the hymn is skewed to a minor second by the octatonic pitch 

collection.^ This motive grows and appears in many guises throughout the work, altered 

in terms of the pitch collection prevalent at the time. The sixteenth notes in the violas at 

measure 6 comprise one of the first variants of it. 

As other variants are introduced, this seeded motive is used as both principal 

melodic material and accompanying figuration. At measure 22 (Appendix D, Figure 32), 

the two violin parts play a variant in canon (the minor third here an augmented second); 

the motive has now evolved into a longer and more recognizable variant of the hymn. At 

the same time in the violas and solo cello, the smaller variant is treated as an ostinato 

figure which rises in a sequence of minor thirds. Another canonic version of this idea 

appears at measure 39 (Appendix D, Figure 33), this time with the opening three intervals 

of the hymn presented in their tonal version in the two violin parts, harmonized by the 

violas a minor third below the second violins. 

Other variants of this descending motive appear throughout the work. Two 

notable examples include measures 46 to 51 (Appendix D, Figure 34), where the idea 

appears in an octatonic form at the extremes of the texture: it can be seen in both the 

high-lying violin parts as well as in the cellos and basses four octaves below. One of the 

most extended evolutions of the motive appears at measure 67 (Appendix D, Figure 35). 

The solo viola plays a meditative, rhapsodic version of the hymn (still in the octatonic 

^ Jan Swafford, Interview by author, 17 January 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 
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context), this time with the addition of part of the hymn's second phrase (measure 70 and 

74) characterized by the rising interval of a perfect fourth. 

The coda of the work introduces a tonal version of the hymn at measure 138 

(Appendix D, Figure 36), with the descending figure in the upper cello beginning with 

only a rocking back and forth between E and D, and then blossoming into the pure tonal 

motive in C major at measure 140-141 (Appendix D, Figure 37). The hymn finally 

appears in its full traditional, tonal form in m. 151 (Appendix D, Figure 38), where both 

tonal and motivic completion coincide. The composer has indicated that many of his 

works are based upon the idea of material that is developed throughout the work, but only 

appears in its traditional guise at the end, to provide a sense of arrival and a convincing 

conclusion to the work. 
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III. SECOND EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS: REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE 

CHANGES 

Part I: Changes to the first version of From the Shadow of the Mountain 

The final portion of this study documents the changes between the first version of 

From the Shadow of the Mountain and the subsequent revisions of the work following the 

series of performances at the University of Arizona. The strings of the University of 

Arizona Symphony Orchestra gave the first performance of the second version of From 

the Shadow of the Mountain under my direction on 8 February 2003 at Crowder Hall on 

the University of Arizona campus in Tucson. The same forces presented the work on 9 

February, 2003 at Highland High School in Gilbert, Arizona and again in Crowder Hall 

on 1 and 2 March 2003.1 subsequently presented From the Shadow of the Mountain at 

the University of Arizona on 12 March 2003 as part of my doctoral lecture recital. 

This study documents two different sets of performance-related changes to the 

work. The first of these is between the first version of From the Shadow of the Mountain 

and the second version subsequently performed under my direction. The second set 

involves the alterations to the score of the second version made during the rehearsal and 

performance process at the University of Arizona and the eventual incorporation of these 

changes into the third version of the work. In this latter evolutionary process, some 

changes were instituted by the composer; others were made at my suggestion. 

The practical changes made after the first performance in Tennessee are copious, 

ranging from numerous bowing and articulation changes to the inclusion of more 

expression markings, alterations in dynamics for balance purposes and more detailed 
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instructions to the performers and conductor. In total, over 300 different changes were 

made by the composer between the first and second versions. These changes fall into two 

categories: changes made as practical performing considerations following the first 

performance, and changes implemented because of the composer's rethinking of his own 

musical ideas. A complete listing of all the changes between the first and second versions 

of From the Shadow of the Mountain is included as part of Appendix D beginning on 

page 106. 

I note here some of the most structurally important changes. At measure 57, 

Swafford indicates "Broadly, poco meno mosso," indicating a slower tempo (Appendix 

D, Figure 39). Yet the previous section (beginning at m. 43) indicates quarter note=69, 

while measure 57 is marked quarter note=72, slightly faster than before. When this 

contradiction was pointed out to the composer, he indicated that the metronome mark was 

the correct tempo relationship, and the "meno mosso" marking was left over from his 

earlier thoughts on the piece. 

Of the changes made because of the composer's reworking of his musical 

thoughts, two examples are important. At measures 55 and 56, the composer wished to 

achieve a greater building of texture into the new section beginning at measure 57 (letter 

H). As a result, the second violin figure is altered and an entirely new part is added in the 

cellos in the second version (Appendix D, Figure 40). The composer has indicated for the 

subsequent third version of From the Shadow of the Mountain, he will probably add 

basses to this texture as well.^ 

^ Jan Swafford, Interview by author, 7 March 2003. 



Some portions of the work have been altered for the purposes of musical time: to 

establish a texture before introducing a melody and to give a melodic line a larger span 

and a different shape. Swafford has added a bar at the viola solo (Appendix D, Figure 41) 

to give time to establish the new texture before the viola's entrance. Likewise, the 

composer felt that the appearance of "Rock of Ages" at the end of the fiddle tune 

(Appendix D, Figure 42) needed an additional measure to complete that particular 

musical thought. The fiddle tune section of the work provides an illustrative example of 

these types of changes. At measure 126 (first version 124), the more difficult string 

crossing of the original version has been replaced with a simpler version of the same 

effect (Appendix D, Figure 43). At the very end of the work (Appendix D, Figure 44), 

Swafford has rescored and reharmonized "Nearer, My God, To Thee." The composer 

considered his original harmonization to be "too fussy," and revised the texture to be 

simpler.^ 

Part 2: Changes to the second version of From the Shadow of the Mountain 

Finally, it is important for a conductor to recognize that in presenting a new work, 

his/her performance may only be one more step towards the ultimate version of the piece, 

and in the case of From the Shadow of the Mountain, this is certainly true. In my 

discussions about the work with the composer following the performances on 1 and 2 

March 2003, he has indicated particular portions of the work he would like to change 

(beyond merely correcting the occasional typographical error), and in my role as 

conductor I have offered some suggestions for practical performance-related alterations. 

^ Jan Swafford, Interview by author, 10 January 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 



In interviewing the composer before my first rehearsal of From the Shadow of the 

Mountain, Swafford indicated that the cello solo beginning at measure 16 and continuing 

through measure 21 should stand out against the rising and falling dynamics of the lower 

strings.^ Even for the first rehearsal, Swafford suggested changing the dynamics in the 

solo from m/to/at the beginning of measure 17, and toj^at the second beat of measure 

18. Subsequent dynamics throughout the solo should also be increased by one level so 

that all the m/dynamics should be/and all the/dynamics should bej/(Appendix D, 

Figure 45). In the composer's own words, the cello should "just wail over the rest of the 

texture."'® 

At letter D (measure 26), I discovered in my rehearsal of January 24, 2003 that it 

was difficult for the violins to create a sufficient accent on the third beat of the bar unless 

they lifted the bow for a retake at the end of the half note which begins that measure. This 

retake also gave the violins sufficient bow to sustain the slur at the end of the bar. To this 

end, I have suggested to the composer that the third version of the score contain an 

apostrophe or breath mark to indicate this slight lift, with perhaps an additional score 

suggestion to make this lift of bow as rapid as possible. In rehearsing this section, all 

violins had a tendency to make a very large space rather than a quick breath (Appendix 

D, Figure 46). 

As part of Swafford's concept of portions of this piece creating different planes of 

sound overlapping and emerging from one another, it was suggested that the second 

violins and violas reduce their dynamic from mp to p at measure 37 and again at measure 

^ Ibid. 
Jan Swafford, Interview by author, 10 January 2003, Tucson, Arizona 
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39. This provided sufficient interplay with the dynamic swells in the cellos so that the 

hymn tune "Rock of Ages" emerges and submerges within the texture (Appendix D, 

Figure 47). 

A practical notational change will be made at measure 46 in the final score. In the 

course of rehearsals, second violins and violas performed their double-note figuration 

(Appendix D, Figure 48) in a very staccato and dry fashion, since the notation included 

what appeared to be two staccato dots under each triplet eighth note. In consulting the 

composer after a rehearsal, his intention was only to reinforce the idea of two notes per 

triplet eighth note rather than a staccato articulation." I have suggested that whenever 

this notation occurs that the dots be removed and that the single line through each note 

stem is sufficient to indicate a doubled note. The other spots where this notation occurs 

are at measure 50 in first and second violins and at measure 82 in the violas and cellos 

near the beginning of the fiddle-tune section. 

In the fiddle-tune beginning at measure 81, a number of alterations were made in 

the course of our rehearsal process. During one rehearsal, Swafford felt that presenting 

the fiddle imxt fortissimo at letter K (measure 89) diminished the effect of the subsequent 

changes to the texture as that part of the work built to its climax. In our preparation we 

altered the two sixteenth notes before letter K (end of measure 88) to forte in first violins, 

violas, cellos and basses, and changed the dynamic in the second violins from, forte to 

mezzo-forte (Appendix D, Figure 49). 

Jan Swafford, interview by author, 3 February 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 
Jan Swafford, interview by author, 31 January 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 



A similar practical change was applied in the following section beginning at 

measure 93 (Appendix D, Figure 50), where the composer marks the appearance of the 

hymn "Rock of Ages" to be performed "quasi sacred harp." Swafford indicated that he 

did not wish this section to sound like Brahms but he also did not desire an overly 

raucous effect/^ In rehearsal I instructed the violas and cellos to add tenuto marks to each 

bowed note from letter L (measure 94) through the end of measure 100. This provided the 

necessary firm articulation without allowing the texture to sound like a parody of the 

Sacred Harp style. 

In the same section, Swafford has provided the option of allowing the first violin 

part from measure 94 to measure 100 (also Appendix D, Figure 50) to be performed by a 

soloist instead of the entire section to allow some saving of rehearsal time. He also 

indicated that he imagined this as a very Ivesian effect, with the solo violin sounding as if 

it were a fiddle tune heard in the distance beyond the hymn tune in the foreground of the 

texture. Even though the solo is optional, there was no indication in the second version of 

the score of where the entire section should reenter. The most logical place seemed to be 

the final two sixteenth notes of measure 100, and the composer informed me that this was 

his intention. The subsequent score of From the Shadow of the Mountain will include the 

indication "tutti" above these final two notes. 

Another difficulty in rehearsal came at measure 106 (Appendix D, Figure 51). 

The bright register and vigorous bowing of the cello part in this bar tended to drown out 

the figuration of the second violins and violas. For balance purposes the dynamic 

Jan Swafford, interview by author, 17 January 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 



marking in the part was changed to m/for the University of Arizona performances, and 

this change will be indicated in the third version of the score. 

Some of the changes I suggested to the composer involved clarifying the notation 

of certain parts. One example is in measures 115 and 116 in the violin parts (Appendix D, 

Figure 52). On the fourth beat of 115, it appears that Swafford only wants the upper E on 

the first triplet note and then again on the last two sixteenths of the bar. At my 

suggestion, he agreed that the notation should include the upper E on all the notes of the 

fourth beat of that bar as well as on the first beat of the following bar, and this small 

alteration will be included in the third version of the piece. 

In some cases, finding the correct performance solution to realize the composer's 

intentions took some experimentation in rehearsal. The second violin figuration at letter 

Q (measure 126) was difficult to make audible within the texture (Appendix D, Figure 

53). In rehearsal I made several suggestions to the section: playing sautille, playing in the 

lower half of the bow, even having all players try to execute both divisi lines as double-

stops. The best solution that we found was to keep the divisi but to have the section play 

at least slightly ponticello. The difference in sonority of this effect helped to bring out 

this part of the texture, though both the composer and I feel that this may not be the final 

solution to the problem. 

In this same section, the fiddle tune is marked Stringendo e furioso (also 

Appendix D, Example 53). In both rehearsal and performance it was somewhat difficult 

to gauge any stringendo over the course of six bars that didn't render the figuration at 

measure 131 unintelligible. Instead of a long stringendo, I have suggested that a Piii 
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mosso marking (possibly including a metronome indication) might be the most practical 

way to keep the texture from getting completely out of hand, and that to have just one 

increase in tempo (instead of a gradual one) would preserve ensemble without losing the 

furioso feeling. In fact, in the performances of 1 March, 2 March and 12 March 2003 I 

performed this section in just such a fashion and found that it provided the right balance 

between increased energy and cohesive ensemble. 

At the time of the writing of this study, some of the possibilities for altering the 

score of From the Shadow of the Mountain are as yet not completely resolved. For 

example, Swafford has indicated his desire to somehow alter the figuration in the section 

beginning at letter H (measure 57) (Appendix D, Figure 54).'"^ We have discussed various 

possibilities of making the cello/bass figuration less aggressive, including slurring the 

cello parts as well as reducing the number of players to one or two desks in the lower 

strings, but no satisfactory solution has presented itself. 

At measure 109 and 110 (Appendix D, Figure 55), Swafford has found that the 

figuration in the lower viola part is both awkward and inaudible, and that the upper D in 

the part is somewhat superfluous in such an aggressive texture. He has toyed with the 

possibility of changing the part to match the cello pizzicato, but at this juncture no firm 

decision has been made. 

Finally, the viola figuration beginning at measure 117 (Appendix D, Figure 56) 

was problematic in rehearsal and performance. The jazz/gospel feel of this figure is 

difficult to notate. In our rehearsals the violas and cellos tended to play very straight and 

Jan Swafford, Interview by author, 7 March 2003, Tucson, Arizona. 



very legato so that the articulation of the first sixteenth note after the tie was lost. I found 

that the best solution was to ask the strings to cut the tie and to vigorously accent the 

separately bowed sixteenth note following the tie. This may not be the ideal solution (and 

the effect in performance was not always realized) and other alterations to the notation 

may be necessary to give this figure a proper sense of "swing," such as notating stronger 

accents on the sixteenth note following the tie. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, the two evolutionary processes acting within From the Shadow of 

the Mountain are of paramount importance to the conductor in shaping his interpretation 

of the work. Understanding the structure of any composition is critical to present the 

strongest possible case for the work to both orchestra and audience. Likewise, the 

conductor's interaction with a living composer is vital in the process of realizing the 

composer's intentions and to help guide the composer to the clearest and most practical 

way to notate those intentions for subsequent interpreters. By examining both the 

evolutionary structure of the work, and implementing practical changes, the conductor 

becomes a vital force in helping to secure a place for a new work in the orchestral 

repertoire. 



APPENDIX A: 

SCORE EXCERPTS REFERRED TO IN TEXT OF DOCUMENT 

Figure 1: OPC I and II 
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Figure 2: Opening of From the Shadow of the Mountain, OPC I 
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Figure 3: OPC I, measures 34 to 35 
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Figure 3 (continued): OPC I, measures 36 to 41 
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Figure 4: OPC II alone, measures 26 to 33 
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Figure 4, continued: OPC II, measures 26 to 33 
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Figure 5: Interaction of OPC I and II, measures 11 and 12 
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Figure 6: Exploration of sonorities in OPC I, m. 14 and 15 
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Figure 7: Common pitches between OPC I and II 
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Figure 8: Prominence of four shared pitches, m. 1 - 8 
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Figure 9: Prominence of four shared pitches, measures 13 and 14 
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Figure 10: Four common pitches linking OPC II and OPC I, measures 33 and 34 
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Figure 11: Prominence of four shared pitches, m. 34 - 36 
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Figure 12: Four shared pitches as chord roots, measures 26 and 27 „ brfe ft f 
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Figure 13: F-sharp as end of octatonic section, m. 42 
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Figure 14; pitch collection, measures 43 to 49 
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Figure 14 (continued): Pitch collection, measure 44 to 47 
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Figure 14 (continued): Pitch collection, measure 48 to 49 
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Figure 15: Pitch collection, measure 53 to 56 
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Figure 15 (continued): pitch collection measure 53 to 56; 
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Figure 16; Pitch collection, measure 57 to 59 
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Figure 16 (continued): Pitch collection measure 57 to 59 
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Figure 17: Pitch collection, measure 81 to 86 
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Figure 17 (continued): pitch collection, measures 82 to 87 
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Figure 18: Transformation to final hymn, measure 135 to 136 
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Figure 18 (continued): Transformation to final hymn, measures 137 to 139 
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Figure 18 (continued): T^^^sformat^ij fi^^^i^mn, measures 140 to 142 
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Figure 19; Transformation to final hymn, measure 143 - 146 
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Figure 20: Final hymn ("Nearer, My God, To Thee") in C major, measure 151 to 156 
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Figure 21: Windham (Sacred Harp tune) 
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Figure 22: Swafford, measure 93 to 100, marked "Quasi Sacred Harp" 
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Figure 22 (continued): Measures 94 to 100, marked "Quasi Sacred Harp" 
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Figure 23: "Rock of Ages' 
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Figure 24; "Rock of Ages" measures 17 to 20 
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Figure 25: "Rock of Ages" measure 26 to 29 
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Figure 26: "Rock of Ages," measures 35 to 39 
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Figure 27: "Rock of Ages," measures 93 to 100 
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Figure 27 (continued); "Rock of Ages," measures 94 to 100 
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Figure 28: "Rock of Ages" violas, measure 122 to 125 
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Figure 29: "Nearer, My God, To Thee' 
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Figure 30: "Nearer, My God, To Thee" measures 151 to 156 
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Figure 31: "Nearer, My God, To Thee," first seeded measures 1 to 8 
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Figure 32: "Nearer, My God, To Thee," seeded in measures 22 to 25 
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Figure 32(continued): "Nearer, My God, To Thee" seeded in measures 22 to 25 
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Figure 33: "Nearer, My God, To Thee" seeded in measures 39 to 41 
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Figure 34: "Nearer, My God, To Thee," seeded in measures 46 to 51 
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Figure 34 (continued): "Nearer, My God, To Thee," seeded in measures 46 to 51 
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Figure 35: "Nearer, My God, To Thee," measures 68 to 70 
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Figure 35 (continued): "Nearer, My God, To Thee", measures 70 to 73 
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Figure 36: "Nearer, My God, To Thee" measures 137 to 139 
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Figure 37: "Nearer, My God, To Thee" measures 140 to 142 
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Figure 38: "Nearer, My God, To Thee" measures 151 to 156 
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Figure 39: Tempo anomaly, measure 57 
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Figure 40: measures 54 to 56, version 1 
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Figure 40 (continued): measures 54 to 57, version 2 
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Figure 41: viola solo, version 1 
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Figure 41 (continued); viola solo, version 2 
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Figure 42: measures 120 to 123, version 1 
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Figure 42 (continued): measures 121 to 125, version 2 
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Figure 43: measures 124 to 127, version 1 
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Figure 43 (continued): measures 126 to 127, version 2 
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Figure 44: measures 149 to 154, version 1 
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Figure 45: Dynamic changes in rehearsal, cello solo, measures 17 to 20 
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Figure 46: Articulation change in rehearsal, version 2, measure 26 
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Figure 47: Dynamic change, version 2, measures 36 to 38 
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Figure 48: Articulation changes, version 2, measures 46 to 48 
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Figure 49: dynamic change, version 2, measure 88 
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Figure 50: Articulation changes, version 2, measures 93 to 100 
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Figure 50 (continued): Articulation changes, measures 93 to 100 
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Figure 51: Dynamic changes, measure 106 
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Figure 52: Notation change, version 2, measures 115 and 116 
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Figure 53: Bowing change, measures 126 to 129 
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Figure 54: Cello figuration, measure 57 
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Figure 55: viola figuration, measures 109 to 110 
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Figure 56; Viola and cello figuration, measures 117 to 120 
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APPENDIX B: 

FROM THE SHADOW OF THE MOUNTAIN: CHANGES TO THE SCORE BETWEEN 
VERSIONS 1 AND 2 

m. 1: Added score indication: "A dash over a note indicates a slight emphasis - poco 
sforzando" 

m. 1: Added score indication, bass: 1 Bass 

m. 2 - 3: no changes from first version 

m. 4: added score indication, cello and bass: pesante 
m. 4: score indication change, cello: div in 2 - inside/outside - replaces non div. 
m. 4: added score indication, cello: last desk pizz (one player per line) 
m. 4: added score indication, bass: last desk pizz 

m. 5: added score indication, all parts: Graces are always as fast as possible 

m. 6: notation change, cello and bass: last quarter no longer tremolo (starts at beginning 
of next bar) 

m. 7: added score notation: Tutti arco (cellos and basses) 
m. 7: pitch/rhythm change, violin 1: div. violin 4: pitch D now starts on beat three 

(instead of last sextuplet of beat two) 

m. 8: no changes from first version 

m. 9: score indication change, violin 1: violin 1 now 1 player (top line) and others (2"'' 
line) 

m. 9: dynamic change, violin 1: (all) marked ppp (previously pp) 
m. 9 - 10: orchestration change, violin 2 and viola: pitches reversed from original version 
(violin 2 plays previous viola pitches and vice versa) 

m. 10: added bowing indication, violin 1: up bow mark in middle of bar (both parts) 

m. 11: score indication change: Flowing removed from score 
m. 11: score indication change, violin: top line (senza vib.) 

m. 12: rhythm change, violin 2: different rhythm, beats two and three (pitches remain the 
same) 

m. 13: rhythm/pitch change, violin 1: holds F# from previous bar (no A) 
m. 13: articulation change, violin 2: slur from last triplet note of 1®' beat into 2"'' beat 
m. 13: articulation change, violin 1 and 2: tenuto mark over E natural 
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m. 13: pitch/rhythm change, cello and bass: different last pitch of the bar (F instead of B 
in cellos; A instead of E-flat in basses) 

m. 14; metronome mark change: new version J =58 instead of J =60 

m. 14: notational change, viola: stems now in same direction, beats three and four 

m. 15: added bowing indication, violin 1 and 2: up bow marked on beat three, (all parts) 
m. 15: notational change, viola: stems divided on beat two 

m. 16: no changes from first version 

m. 17: added score indication, viola, cello and bass: last player pizz on last eighth of 
measure 

m. 17: added score indication, cello and bass: poco pesante last note of measure 

m. 18: pitch/rhythm change and bowing/articulation change, solo cello: (beats one, two 
and four) 

m. 19: dynamic change, solo cello: solo cello dim on beat four 

m. 20: added dynamic marking, solo cello: mf, cresc. to/ 
m. 20: added articulation, solo cello: tenuto marks on beat three 

m. 21: added articulation, tutti cello, bass: tenuto mark on second half of beat two and on 
last two notes of measure 

m. 21: added score indication, tutti cello: div. at end of bar (applies to m. 22) 

m. 22: part division change, cello: marked as others (top line) and last desk (bottom line) 
m. 22: added score indication, viola, last desk cello: marked Tutti arco (see m. 17) 
m. 22: added bowing indications: violin 1: up bow in middle of D; viola: up bow on 

second slur of bar; cello: up bow on second slur of bar 

m. 23-24: no changes from first version 

m. 25: added score indication, viola: div. in 3 
m. 25: added articulation, violin 1: accent on B natural (second half of beat two) 
m. 25: added dynamic change; dim. to mf in violins 1 and 2 (instead of sub./in original 

version) 
m. 25; added bowing indication, viola, tutti cello: down-bow marking, second half of beat 

two 

m. 26 (letter D): added score indication, viola: poco marcato and soli 
m. 26: changed score marking, cello: "div. in 2 - inside/outside" instead of div. (applies 

to m. 27) 
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m. 27: added score indication, cello and bass: poco marcato 
m. 27: added articulation, cello and bass: sfz on first note 

m. 28: no changes from first version 

m. 29: articulation change, viola: no slur in violas, notes 2-4 (eighths) 

m. 30 - 31: articulation change, viola: no slur on last note of 30 and first two notes of 31 

m. 32: additional bowing indication, viola: down bow on beat three 
m. 32: notational change, viola: stems divided 

m. 33 - 34: no changes from first version 

m. 35: additional score indication, violin 1: lontano, player 1 
m. 35: additional dynamic indication, cello: mp, second beat of bar 
m. 35: bowing change, violin 2, viola: up bow instead of down bow, viola, end of 

measure 
m. 35 - 36: articulation change, violin 2, viola: slur at end of 35 now broken into two 

slurs (last beat of 35, first two beats of 36) 

m. 36 - 41: articulation change, cello: maintain bariolage (from m. 34-35) instead of 
tremolo of first version 

m. 37: articulation change, violin 2 and viola: slur is now over second and third notes of 
measure instead of last three notes 

m. 37 - 38: note length change, basses: F-sharp only 3 beats - no longer holds through 
first beat of next measure 

m. 39: dynamic change, violin 2, viola: no crescendo to mf; marking is now mp without 
cresc. 

m. 39: articulation change, violin 2: tenuto mark on beat three 
m. 39: additional bowing indication, violin 2 and viola: down bow on beat 
m. 39: additional bowing indication, violin 1: up bow in the middle of first note 

m. 40: added dynamic indication, violin 1: dim top, beginning on beat 2 
m. 40: bowing change, violin 2, viola: two slurs broken into smaller units 
m. 40: additional bowing indication, violin 2, viola: up bows on first and final slurs of the 

measure 

m. 41: additional bowing indication, violin 2, viola: down bow at beginning of bar 
m. 41: articulation change, violin 2, viola: long slurs broken into slurs of two or three 

notes 
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m. 42: additional bowing indication, all parts: up bow - down bow 
m. 42-43: note length change, violin 2, viola, cello: F# sustains to the first sixteenth 
note of m. 43 

m. 43: additional dynamic indication, violin 2, viola, cello: pp at beginning of measure 

m. 43: metronome marking change: now J = 69 instead of J = 76 

m. 44: additional score indication, viola, cello: div. in 2 ~ inside/outside 
m. 44: articulation change, violin 1, upper viola: accent on first note of bar 
m. 44-45: bowing change, viola, cello: slur across bar now broken 
m. 44: dynamic change, lower viola, cello: m/instead of mp 

m. 45: articulation change, lower viola, cellos: slur no longer to final note of bar 

m. 46: additional score indication, violin 2, viola: (on string) after leggiero, punta del 
arco 

m. 46: score indication change, cello: divisi now marked as others (top line) and last desk 
(bottom line) 

m. 47: additional dynamic marking, violin 1 (outside), last desk cello, bass: cresc. to mp 
(by second note), dim to pp by end of bar 

m. 48: additional dynamic marking, violin 1 (outside), last desk cello, basses: cresc. to 
mp (by second note of measure) 

m. 48: additional dynamic marking, violin 1 (all): mp on final note of bar 
m. 48: additional score indication, viola: tutti at beginning of measure 
m. 48: additional score indication cello: last desk on lower part (reminder) 

m. 49: additional dynamic indications: outside violin 1, last desk cellos, basses: dim to pp 
(by beat 3) 

m. 49: additional dynamic indications: inside violin 1, outside cellos: pp on beat 2 
m. 49: additional articulation marking, lower violin 1: tenuto mark on dotted half note 

m. 50: additional score indication, violins 1 and 2: leggiero, punta del'arco, sul pont. (on 
string) at beginning of bar 

m. 50: additional score indication, viola: normale after first beat 

m. 51: dynamic change, viola, cello, bass:/at beginning of bar (previously mf) 
m. 51: additional articulation marking, cello and bass: tenuto mark on penultimate note of 

bar 
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m. 52: pitch/rhythm change, cello: remain divided (previously tutti); addition of E-flat -
D-C 

m. 52: additional score indication, viola: div. in 2 - inside/outside (applies to m. 53) 

m. 53: scoring change, violas now div. (remains so through H) 
m. 53: additional score indication, violin 1: normale 

m. 54: pitch/rhythm change, violin 1: last note now D, not B-flat 
m. 54: additional bowing indication, violas: down bow beat 2; up bow (staggered) in 

beats three and four 

m. 55 - 56: pitch/rhythm change, cellos: notes changed on first triplet, new notes starting 
on beats two and three (additional div. p), new notes in both parts through m. 56 

m. 55 - 56: pitch/rhythm change, violin 2: completely different pitches through m. 56; in 
m. 55: begins one note earlier than previous version 

m. 56: additional articulation marking, violin 1, violin 2: accents on different triplets in 
each bar 

m. 57: scoring change, violas, cellos: div. changed (most notably in via 2, inside cello) 
m. 57: articulation change, cello: no slurs in outside part (through m. 64) 
m. 57: pitch/rhythm change: bass: E-flat no longer held through beats two and four; part 

changes continue through m. 64 
m. 57: articulation change, violas: addition of accents at the beginning of each slur/tie 
m. 57: additional articulation marking, cellos/basses: sfz at beginning of measure 
m. 57: articulation change, cellos/basses: > instead of tenuto on beat three 

m. 58: additional score indication, violin 1 and 2: intensivo 
m. 58: additional bow marking, violin 1: up bow in middle of long C, down bow on last 

note of measure 
m. 58: additional articulation marking, violas: accents on first note of measure; tenuto 

marks on repeat of same figure 
m. 58: additional articulation marking, cellos: accents (upper) and tenuto (lower) on first 

note of measure; tenuto on repeat of figure (both parts) 
m. 58: additional articulation marking, basses: tenuto mark on quarter notes 

m. 59: additional bowing marking, violin 1: up bow in middle of first note 
m. 59: additional articulation marking, viola, cello, bass: tenuto marks on beginnings of 

each new figure, on quarter notes in bass part 

m. 60: additional articulation, violin 1 and 2: tenuto mark on second note 
m. 60: additional articulation viola, cello: simile 

m. 61: no changes from first version 
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m. 62: additional bow marking, violin 1 and 2: up bow on second note 

m. 63: additional bow marking, violin 1 and 2: up bow on first note of measure 
m. 63: pitch/rhythm change, lower cello: remains on A (only one low C) 

m. 64: additional bowing marking, violin 1: down bow on second note of measure 
m. 64: dynamic change, inside cello, bass: mp on last note of measure 

m. 65: additional bow marking, violin 1: down bow in middle of measure 
m. 65: additional bow marking, violin 2: down bow on second note of measure 

m. 66: articulation change, violins 1 and 2: no slur between first two notes 
m. 66: additional bow marking: violas: up bow on 2"'' note of bar 

m. 67: Addition measure added in version 2; measure numbers from this point onward 
refer to the second version of From the Shadow of the Mountain 

m. 68: additional bow marking, violin 1 and 2, tutti viola: up bow at beginning of 
measure 

m. 69: no changes from first version 

m. 70: bowing change, solo viola: no slur C# to D. 

m. 71 - 76: no changes from first version 

m. 77: bowing/articulation change, solo viola: first slur broken into two; bowing changed 
to down bow on second note of measure 

m. 78: bowing/articulation change, solo viola: first note of bar is separate, next two 
slurred; first note bowed up bow 

m. 79: bowing/articulation change, solo viola: first note of measure is separate (after tie), 
next two slurred; first note (after tie) bowed up bow 

m. 80: no changes from first version 

m. 81: additional notes, violin 2: tutti now begin at tempo change instead of one bar later 

m. 82-83: no changes from first version 

m. 84: additional score indication, viola, cello: vigoroso 

m. 85: additional score indication, violin 1 and 2: vigoroso added 
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m. 86: no changes from first version 

m. 87: dyneimic change, violin 1 and 2: added sfz on 8''^ note of measure; sub. mp on tenth 
note, sfz on fifteenth note of measure 

m. 88: dynamic change, violin 1 and 2: added on eighth and tenth notes of bar 
m. 88: dynamic change, violin 2:/added on last two notes of bar 
m. 88: dynamic change, cello: ff added at end of bar 

m. 89: bowing change, violin 1, viola, cello: second beat of measure now bowed 
separately; same bowing change on four beat of the bar 

m. 89: pitch change, violin 1, viola, cello: last sixteenth of third beat is E-flat (previously 
C) and first eighth of fourth beat is now F (previously E-flat) 

m. 90: bowing change, violin 1, viola, cello: fourth beat now bowed separately (first 
eighth note no longer slurred to previous beat) 

m. 91: articulation change, violin 1, viola, cello: first beat now divided into two slurs 
m. 91: pitch change, violin 1: last 3 notes of bar are now B-flat, A-flat, B-flat 
m. 91: pitch change, violin 2: last 3 notes of bar are now E-flat, C, E-flat 

m. 92-93: pitch change, violins 1 and 2: from the last 3 notes of m. 91, violin 1 now 
plays what was previously assigned to violin 2, and violin 2 plays the previous 
violin 1 part down an octave. 

m. 93: score indication addition, viola, cello: legato ma vigoroso - quasi sacred harp 
m. 93: score indication addition, solo violin 1 (end of fourth beat): leggiero 
m. 93: score indication change, solo violin 1 now marked ossia solo (though the 

composer recommends this option) 
m. 93: dynamic change, solo violin 1: now marked mf instead of/ 

m. 94: articulation change, viola, cello: slurs are removed 
m. 94: bowing/articulation change, solo violin 1: second beat now bowed separately 

m. 95: pitch change, solo violin 1: first eighth of second beat now F not E-flat; sixteenth 
that follows is now E-flat, not B-flat. 

m. 96: bowing/articulation change, viola, cello: slur removed from last three notes 
m. 96: bowing/articulation change, solo violin 1: second beat bowed separately 

m. 97: bowing/articulation change, solo violin 1: first beat bowed separately; down bow 
marking added on first note of measure 
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m. 98: bow marking addition, solo violin 1: down bow on second sixteenth of measure 
m. 98: bowing/articulation change, viola, cello: slurs removed 

m. 99: bow marking addition, solo violin 1: down bow on first note of measure 
m. 99: bowing/articulation change, solo violin 1: last beat now divided into two slurs 
m. 99: bowing/articulation change, viola: no slur to first note of measure 

m. 100: bowing/articulation change, solo violin 1: first slur of measure is over two notes; 
one separate note, two slurred, three slurred 

m. 100: pitch change, viola: last two notes of measure are one octave lower than before 
m. 100: bowing/articulation change, cello: slurs removed from last three notes 

m. 101: bowing/articulation change, violin 1 and 2: first and third beats now slurred; 
second and fourth beats bowed separately 

m. 101: articulation addition: viola: accent on first note of measure 
m. 101: pitch change, violin 1 and 2: last sixteenth of third beat now B-flat, first eighth of 

fourth beat now C 
m. 101: pitch change, viola: part one octave lower than before 

m. 102: bowing/articulation change, violin 1: first beat now divided into two slurs 
m. 102: bow marking addition, violin 1 and 2: down bow on last beat of bar 
m. 102: bow marking change, violin 1 and 2: down bow removed from 2"'' beat 
m. 102: pitch change, viola: part one octave lower than previous version 

m. 103: pitch change, viola: part one octave lower than before, with change from B-flat to 
F occurring half a beat earlier (first beat of measure) 

m. 103: bowing/articulation change, violin 1, all parts: second and fourth beats broken 
into two slurs 

m. 103: bowing/articulation change, violin 1, all parts: second and fourth beats broken 
into two slurs 

m. 104: dynamic change, violin 1: solo violins at end of bar now markedjQT (previously f) 
m. 104: additional score indication, violin 1: solo violins now marked soli brillante 

m. 105: articulation change, violin 1: accents added to both solo violin parts on first, 
fourth, sixth, eighth, ninth, eleventh and fourteenth sixteenth notes in the measure, 

m. 105: no changes from first version 

m. 106: notation change, cello: lower divisi has separate stems pointing down 

m. 107: dynamic change, violin 1: solo violin parts now markedjQT instead of/. 
m. 107: articulation change, violin 1: accents added to both solo violin parts on third, 

sixth, eighth, ninth, twelfth and fifteenth sixteenth notes of the measure 
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m. 108: pitch addition, violin 1: solo violins join texture on second half of second beat, 
doubling tutti violin 1 and violin 2 

m. 108: articulation/bowing change, violins 1 and 2: third slur of measure (four notes) 
broken into two 2-note slurs 

m. 109: bowing addition: up-bow added to violas, beat 4 
m. 109: articulation change: accent removed from cello pizzicato, beat 4 (error?) 
m. 109: part division change, violin 1 and violin 2: divisi parts now marked "others" and 

"last desk" instead of "players 1-3" and "player 4" respectively 
m. 109: part division change, viola: divisi parts marked "div. in 2 - inside/outside" 

instead of "player 1" and "players 2 and 3" 
m. 109: part division addition, cello: divisi parts now marked "div. in 2 - inside/outside" 

instead of div. 

m. 110: notation change, cello: lower divisi has separate stems pointing down 

m. I l l :  bowing addit ion,  v iolas  and cel los:  up-bow added to  second note  of  the measure 

m. 112: bowing addition, violin 1 and 2: up-bow added to first note of the measure 
m. 112: bowing change, violins 1 and 2: double up-bow removed from violin 2; down-

bow added to penultimate sixteenth note of the bar in violin 1 and 2 
m. 112: additional score indication, bass: (use jazz pizz. here through m. 130) added 

m. 113: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, cello: slurs on beats one and three no longer 
connected to following eighth note; double up-bow removed, second half of beat 
2 

m. 113: part division change, viola: divisi parts now marked "div. in 2 - inside/outside" 
instead of "player 1" and "player 2" 

m. 114: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, cello: four-note slurs on second and third beats 
divided into two two-note slurs; slur on third beat no longer connected to 
following eighth note 

m. 114: bowing change: violin 1, violin 2, cello: double up-bow at end of bar replaced by 
down-bow on penultimate sixteenth note 

m. 115: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, cello: first slur of measure over four notes 
instead of five; up-bow and down-bow markings on the second half of beat two 
removed; four note slur on beat three broken into two two-note slurs. 

m. 116: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, cello: five-note slur beginning on beat two 
now broken into one two-note slur followed by a three-note slur; double up-bow 
on last two sixteenth notes of the measure removed. 
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m. 117: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2: slur beginning on beat three no longer 
connected to following eighth note; bowing markings changed on last two 
sixteenth notes of the measure from up-down to down-bow 

m. 117: score indication change, viola, cello: molto ritmico now replaced with "Driving" 

m. 118: bowing change, violin 1 and 2: four-note slurs on beats one and three changed to 
two two-note slurs; down-bow added to beginning of beat two; slur beginning on 
beat three no longer connected to following eighth note; up-bow marking 
removed from violin 1 on penultimate sixteenth of bar; double up-bow and slur 
removed from last two sixteenths in violin 2 

m. 119: bowing change, violin 1 and 2: five-note slur beginning on beat three broken into 
two two-note slurs and following eighth note is now separate. 

m. 119: bowing addition, cello: down-bow added to first note of measure 
m. 119: part division change, cello: unnecessary divisi now eliminated 

m. 120: bowing/articulation change, violin 1 and 2: four-note slur on beat 2 broken into 
two two-note slurs; five-note slur beginning on beat three broken into two two-
note slurs with the following eighth note separate; tenuto accents added on first 
slur of the second beat, both slurs in the third beat and on the penultimate 
sixteenth note of the measure; double up-bow on the last two sixteenths has been 
eliminated 

m. 121: bowing/articulation change, violin 1 and 2: first slur no longer connected to 
following eighth note; double up-bow on second half of beat 2 eliminated; last 
slur of measure over four sixteenths and no longer connected to following eighth 
note. 

m. 121: rhythm change, cello: rhythm in both divisi parts identical (tie removed from 
third/fourth beats in lower part) 

m. 121: pitch change, cello: penultimate sixteenth note in lower divisi cello part is now A 
instead of F 

m. 121: bowing/articulation change, cello: staccato marks and accents added to eighth 
notes on first and third beats of the bar; down bow markings added to first, 
second, fifth and sixth notes of the measure 

m. 121: pitch change, bass: two sixteenth notes in this bar changed from A-B to F-E 

m. 122: score indication change, viola: marking changed from "legato, ma brillante" to 
legato, ma vigoroso 

m. 123: pitch change, viola: last three notes changed from A-B-A to A-B-D; A and B 
now one octave lower; quarter note rest on second half of beat two now 
eliminated; quarter note D is now dotted quarter 

m. 123: pitch change, cello: upper divisi part on beats three and four now D and B instead 
of A and G; lower divisi now F and D instead of E and D 
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m. 123: pitch change, bass: last five pitches are now D-D-B-A-F instead of A-A-A-E-G 

m. 124: additional measure added; as before, measure numbers from this point onward 
refer to version 2 

m. 125: first half of bar completely different from measure 123 in first version; pitches in 
second half of bar are the same as first version except for lower divisi cello part, 
second half of beat three (G sixteenth instead of D) 

m. 125: bowing change, violin 1: up-bow added to last slur in the measure 
m. 125: bowing change, viola: three-note slur on beat three changed to two-note slur and 

a separate eighth note; up-bow marking added on beat three 

m. 126: score indication change: marking changed from Stringendo to Stringendo e 
furioso 

m. 126: pitch change, violin 1 and viola: last sixteenth note of beat three now D instead 
of B; first eighth of beat four now E instead of D 

m. 126: bowing/articulation change, violin 1, viola: five-note slurs on beats one and three 
are now four-note slurs followed by separate eighth-notes; bow markings on 
second half of beats two and four now eliminated 

m. 126: pitch change, violin 2: alternating D and A in both parts changed to A in upper 
part (D on last eighth of the bar) and D in lower part (A on last eighth of the bar) 

m. 127: bowing/articulation change, violin 1 and viola: four-note slur on beat one now 
broken into two two-note slurs; five-note slur on beat three broken into two two-
note slurs followed by a separate eighth note; up-bow marking added to 
penultimate sixteenth note of the measure 

m. 127: pitch change, violin 2: alternating A/E in original version replaced by E in upper 
part (B on last eighth) and A in lower part (E on last eighth) 

m. 128: bowing change, violin 1 and viola: four-note slurs on beats three and four broken 
into two two-note slurs each 

m. 128: pitch change, violin 2: similar change to m. 126, change to D and A on last 
sixteenth of the measure 

m. 129: bowing/articulation change, violin 1 and viola: five-note slur on beat one broken 
into two two-note slurs and a separate eighth note; up-bow marking added on 
second half of beat 2 

m. 129: pitch change, violin 2: similar change to m. 127, change to D (upper part) on last 
sixteenth of the measure 

m. 130: pitch change, violin 2: alternating notes in both parts now changed to A and B in 
upper part, E and D in lower part 

m. 131: no changes from original version (measure 129) 
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m. 132: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, viola, cello: up-bow added to first note of 
measure; bowing on second note changed from up-bow to down-bow 

m. 133: bowing addition: up-bow marking added to last triplet note of beat three 

m. 134: score indication change, violin 1: "rit. a" eliminated 
m. 134: bowing change, violin 1, violin 2, viola, cello: down-bow added over whole note 

m. 135: no changes from original version (measure 133) 

m. 136: part division change, violin 1, viola: div. indication added at the end of bar 
(reminder for beginning of m. 137) 

m. 137: part division change, viola: part now divisi in 2 rather than three parts; parts are 
marked "div. in 2—inside/outside" instead of "player 1," "player 2" and "player 
3." 

m. 137: part division change, cello: parts are marked "div. in 2—inside/outside" 

m. 138: part division change, violin 1: divisi parts are now marked "player 1," "player 2," 
"player 3" and "player 4" 

m. 138: notational change, violin 1: harmonics are now notated as they are to be played 
(with a diamond note head over a solid note) rather than at the sounding pitch 
with a circle to indicate a harmonic 

m. 139: notational change, violin 1: harmonics are now notated as they are to be played 
(with a diamond note head over a solid note) rather than at the sounding pitch 
with a circle to indicate a harmonic 

m. 140: notational change, violin 1: harmonics are now notated as they are to be played 
(with a diamond note head over a solid note) rather than at the sounding pitch 
with a circle to indicate a harmonic 

m. 141: notational change, violin 1: harmonics are now notated as they are to be played 
(with a diamond note head over a solid note) rather than at the sounding pitch 
with a circle to indicate a harmonic 

m. 141: pitch/rhythm change: violin 1: harmonics are two triplet beats earlier than in the 
previous version. Players 3 and 4 have notes that were previously in the following 
measure. Note length for player 1 is longer than the original version 

m. 141: dynamic change, violas, cellos, bass: p at end of bar notated earlier than in 
previous version (possibly a correction of a notational anomaly). 

m. 142: pitch/rhythm change: violin 1: harmonics are two triplet beats earlier than in the 
previous version. Note lengths are longer for players 2, 3 and 4 in the second 
version. 
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m. 142: bowing addition, violin 1: up-bow added to last note, players 1-3. 
m. 142; notation change, violin 1: natural sign added to last note, player 3 (reminder from 

G-flat harmonic tied over from the previous measure) 

m. 143: bowing change, violin 1: up-bow marking added to last quarter note in the 
measure 

m. 143: pitch/rhythm change, viola, upper cello: tie beginning on second beat lengthened 
by one full quarter note (to first eighth note of 144) 

m. 143: dynamic change, viola and cello: mf marking now placed on first eighth note of 
next measure 

m. 144: pitch/rhythm change, violin 1; dotted quarter note at the beginning of the 
measure is shortened to a half note tied to an eighth note; the last three eighth 
notes of this measure and the first six eighth notes of the next measure occur one 
full beat later than the original version 

m. 144: pitch/rhythm change, viola, upper cello: eighth notes that began on last eighth of 
previous bar in the first version now occur one full quarter note later in the second 
version (see notes on m. 143). 

m. 144: rhythm change, bass: pizzicato notated as a half note in version 1, whole note in 
version 2 

m. 145: pitch change, violin 1: last two eighth notes in this bar are new; other notes are 
displaced from previous measure (see notes on m. 144) 

m. 145: pitch change viola, upper cello: pitches in this bar are one beat later than in the 
original version (see notes on m. 143 and m. 144) 

m. 145: pitch/rhythm change, lower cello, bass: low C added in both parts as syncopation 
on second half of beat one; F is one eighth note later than in the first version 

m. 145: dynamic change, lower cello, bass: F now marked mp followed by a diminuendo 

m. 146: part division change, violin 1: second version divisi parts marked "player 1," 
"player 2" and "player 3" (continued from previous page); same parts marked soli 

m. 146: articulation change, violin 1: tie from previous bar eliminated 
m. 146: pitch change, violin 1: on first note of measure, player 1 has A instead of C; 

player 2 has F instead of G; player 3 has C instead of E. 
m. 146: notation change, viola, cello, bass: apostrophe breath marks eliminated 

m. 147: articulation change, violin 1: apostrophe breath mark added, all divisi parts 
before beat three 

m. 147: pitch change, viola: first pitch in upper part G instead of previous B; first pitch in 
lower part C instead of previous G 

m. 148: score indication addition: simile added to all parts (refers to apostrophe in 
previous measure) 

m. 148: pitch change, viola: second eighth note in upper part C instead of previous B 
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m. 149: pitch change, viola: upper part: second and third pitches A and C instead of D 
and E; lower part: second and third pitches now F and G instead of A and C. 

m. 150: pitch change, viola: first note in upper part C instead of E; first pitch in lower 
part G instead of C 

m. 151: bowing addition, violin 1, violin 2, viola, cello: up-bow marking added on first 
note of measure (down-bow mark in viola eliminated) 

m. 151: articulation change, violin 1: last two notes of bar slurred 
m. 151: pitch/rhythm change, violin 2: last two beats of bar now G half note instead of A 

dotted quarter and eighth 
m. 151: pitch/rhythm change, viola: last two beats now two eighth notes and one quarter 

note, pitches F-E and D; changed from on F 

m. 151: pitch/rhythm change, cello: changed from whole note C harmonic to two half 
notes, C and B (both parts) 

m. 151: score indication addition, cello: legato added (both parts) 

m. 152: pitch/rhythm change, violin 2: pitches changed from G-G-F to F-E-D; rhythm 

changed from J.i'J to JJJ 

m. 152: pitch/rhythm change, viola: whole note D replaces F-E-D 

m. 152: pitch/rhythm change, cello (both parts): whole note C harmonic replaced by JJJ, 

A-G-F 

m. 153: bowing/articulation change, viola: last two quarter notes slurred 

m. 153: pitch/rhythm change, cello: F-G J J on last two beats replaced by D-E-F AN 

m. 153: notational change, cello: both parts remain in treble clef until 155 

m. 153: pitch/rhythm change, bass: whole note G replaced by E-F-G JJJ 

m. 154: pitch change, violin 1: last two quarter notes B-A changed to G-F 
m. 154: pitch change violin 2: last two quarter notes G-F changed to E-D 

m. 154: pitch change, viola: whole note F and A changed to JJJ A - B - C 

m. 154: pitch change, cello: whole note D changed to JJJ A - B - C 

m. 154: notation change, bass: harmonic notated as played (though incorrect) instead of 
as sounding; carries additional notation: (sounding middle C) 
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m. 155 - 156: pitch change, violin 1: unison E changed to divisi G 
m. 155 - 156: pitch change, violin 2: G eliminated 
m. 155-156: pitch change, viola: middle C added 
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